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Beginning the Old Testament
Level 4

Year B Term 2
Module Code: REL404

Module Aims:

● To provide students with a comprehensive introduction to the Old Testament
● To enable students to examine the writings of the Old Testament from a variety of critical

perspectives
● To enable students to investigate theological themes within the Old Testament (including: creation,

journey, land, election, promise, justice)
● To support and enable critical reflection on the use of the Old Testament as a resource for students’

discipleship and ministry.

Learning Outcomes:

On successful completion of the unit, students will be able to:
● demonstrate a knowledge of the Old Testament as sacred text
● identify the issues raised by scholarly study of the Old Testament literature
● outline the theological significance of the key stories told about the people of Israel in the Old

Testament
● demonstrate knowledge of the theological themes of the Old Testament
● reflect on Old Testament writings as a spiritual resource for understanding their Christian context

and ministry.
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SEMINAR DAY

Beginning the Old Testament

INTRODUCTION

One of the problems that faces us when we read the scriptures is that they come to us in one volume entitled
‘The Holy Bible’ with a section marked ‘Old Testament’ and another marked ‘New Testament’. The bible
comes in a variety of translations in English or in Welsh. Now of course you can read the bible online or
download it onto your tablet.

In every way the bible presents itself to us as a story that starts at the beginning and finishes at the end.
Indeed they do tell a story as follows: The story begins with the creations stories and goes on to tell the
stories of the 'patriarchs', 'father figures' like Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. These stories of first
encounters with God lead up to the story of Joseph (and his technicolour dreamcoat) and end with the
children of Israel in Egypt.  The story continues, many years later, with the Exodus, perhaps around 1200
BC. This is one of two hugely important events in the OT (the other being the Exile as we shall see).  In
these stories, Moses is appointed to lead the Hebrew people out of slavery in Egypt, across the Red Sea and
into the wilderness, where they meet God at Mt Sinai and receive the Law.  They then enter and conquer the
Promised Land and settle there.

For a time Israel is ruled by 'judges' rather than kings, but then the first Kings are appointed - Saul, David
and Solomon being the foremost. At the same time, great prophets like Elijah and Nathan and Isaiah begin
to speak critically of the Kings and of Israel's actions and beliefs.  For a while, Israel becomes a great
kingdom, the most powerful in the region, but then collapses into two - Israel in the North and Judah in the
South.  The Northern Kingdom is then conquered by the Assyrians in the 720s BC.  More prophets,
including Ezekiel and Jeremiah warn Judah that the same fate will befall it if it does not turn to God and
away from sin. In 586 BC the newest Empire to rise in the region, Babylon, conquers Judah and destroys the
Temple.  Many of the people are taken into slavery.  When Babylon is itself conquered by the Persians 50
years or so later, the people are set free again and return to the land and rebuild. And yet they remain for the
most part a client state of other empires and there is a growing sense that God has not yet fully acted in
decisive way looked for by the prophets. There is an expectation that God will restore the Kingdom of David
through a new leader - a messiah.

It would therefore be easy to imagine that the books of the Old Testament are in sequence, that they are
presented in the order in which they were written, that there was one author for each book, that they were
written to be read (not listened to), and that each author was aware that he was contributing to a collection
that would be known as ‘Holy Writ’.

In truth, the 39 books that make up the Old Testament were constructed over a period of 700 years. Most of
the material began life in an oral form which was passed on from one generation to another through word of
mouth. It would also be true to say that many of the books were not, by and large, written by a single author.
Rather, they ‘took shape’ over a period of time and bear the marks of more than one author’s pen. The books
were written in a variety of literary forms, including narrative, poetry, law, song, lamentation, history,
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proverbial sayings, parables, prayers and liturgy.

The books come from a variety of widely differing contexts and therefore reflect a variety of ways in which
the people understood their faith and the God they worshipped. However, scholars believe that many of the
books did not reach their final form until the people of Israel were taken into exile in Babylon in 586 BC.
The shock of losing their land and their temple made the people revisit the writings and the traditions that
had come down to them and to collect them together as a written corpus. It was, if you like, a way of
‘singing the Lord’s song in a strange land’ (Psalm 137:4).

Although we organise our bible into books, chapters and verses, and reference them as such (e.g. Exodus
chapter 4 verses 3 to 10, normally written as Exodus 4: 3-10) the writings of the Old Testament would have
been written on scrolls, without these designations, and copied carefully by hand. Few would have access to
the scrolls and the majority of Israelites would not be able to read. Therefore, the words of the scriptures
were not designed to be read, but to be heard and easily memorised, and this has influenced the way in
which the books were both constructed and written.
And of course we are reading words that were spoken and then written in a number of ancient languages,
translated into Hebrew and then into Greek and Latin. Only since the Reformation has the bible been
available in English and in Welsh. And now it is translated into virtually every language on earth. And,
although there are ancient manuscripts in existence, there are no original texts to go back to. Even the most
ancient manuscripts are copies of copies.

In truth, the Old Testament people belong to an ancient and evolving culture with customs, beliefs and
language vastly different from our own.  As a result, I have generally found that most students approach
study of the Old Testament (OT) with a degree of trepidation. If I explore this a little with them, I find that
some expect to find the material inaccessible, impenetrable even; others, that on first acquaintance, the OT
appears to have little sense of internal organisation and there is a fear that it will be ‘difficult to get your
head around.’ Others think it will not be terribly interesting or even, from a Christian perspective, terribly
edifying, particularly if compared with studying the New Testament (NT).

I have some sympathy with this last point. The way that study of the OT progressed until the beginning of
the twentieth century left some Christian scholars similarly concerned. Bible study at university scholarly
level had embraced a method of approaching the texts using the tools that academic historians use. This had
resulted in what appeared to be a whole new body of knowledge about the culture of the ancient near east
and its religious rituals. It had also resulted in new discoveries about the way the text of the OT had been
formed and transmitted. Historians are interested in origins, and tracing texts back to their origins meant that
much scholarship was concerned with very small sections of text. A relatively new division of disciplines
had meant there was less contact between OT and NT scholarship than might have been, and so study of the
OT might just as well have been called a study of the history and religion of Israel. And unless you’re really
interested in anthropology that does indeed seem far removed from the kind of thing that motivates
enthusiastic study of the NT.

Most Christians study the Bible in order to find out more about themselves, about God and about what it
might mean to be a member of a faith community; and what that might commit you to in terms of real life
everyday.

This was recognised by the German OT scholar Walther Eichrodt. His complaint was that OT study had
become far too narrow, and divorced from the life of faith that produced the material in the first place. It
took insufficient notice of the bigger picture, had insufficient regard for the link between the OT and NT,
and did not really open up the story of God as it should. He was also concerned that the distinctiveness of
the OT was being lost in a study that was more concerned with ‘the history of religions’ than the distinctive
contribution of the OT. And so he wrote a Theology of the OT that was groundbreaking. One writer
describes it as, “the single most important work of its genre in the twentieth century.”(Laurin 25)

What Eichrodt attempted to do was to find a single answer to the question: what is the OT about? In other
words he sought one dominant theme with which to organise and get a handle on very diverse material
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spanning several centuries in a number of genres. The theme he chose was Covenant: the relationship
between God and his people. He himself described this as, “the explicit or implicit assumption that a free act
of God, consummated in history, has raised Israel to the rank of the People of God in whom the nature and
will of God are to be revealed.” (1.14).

Undoubtedly, Covenant is a key theme, and the relationship between God and his people is an enduring
theme throughout the whole Bible. The concept of Covenant describes a relationship in which God promises
certain things specifically: land, numerous descendants and a special ongoing relationship. The people will
inherit a good and fruitful land after having been landless slaves and itinerants. They will have descendants,
and so their identity as a people will continue. God will be with them in a special way as his chosen people.

Large parts of the OT describe and refine this idea. It reaches one climax at Mt Sinai in the midst of the
Exodus account. Here, ten commandments or commitments or (as in the Hebrew simply) words are
delivered through Moses to the people  (Exodus 20). These set out the responsibilities for the people of
Israel – their side of the agreement. The implications of the ‘words’ are further spelled out in the so-called
Book of the Covenant (Exodus 21 –23) and then, in a solemn ritual, the response of the people is made
public (Exodus 24). Much of the rest of the books of Exodus, Numbers, Leviticus and Deuteronomy are
attempts by different writers at different times to relate that Covenant agreement to their own times,
circumstances and theological understandings.

In some traditions, the story of the OT can indeed be told using the Covenant as an underlying theme. The
Covenant becomes the yardstick by which the behaviour of the people is judged.  That is especially true of
those prophets who wrote in the eighth century BC, such as Amos, Micah and Hosea and those who
followed them and reflected on their words. In its form the Covenant reflects an example of ‘grace:’ that is
of a strong figure (God) taking an initiative to stoop to reach the level of the weaker (humankind) though he
has no need to do so. That too is an enduring theme. Much of what OT people have to say about God is
couched in terms of this tradition. God is faithful, dependable, loving, graceful, caring, nurturing. He is
characterised by loving-kindness, mercy, and truthfulness. He brings success to his people. He is their
talisman. The behaviour of the people however, compared with this is pitiful. They are disobedient,
unreliable, faithless, unrepentant of wrong, and deserve all they get, when eventually the state of Israel is
divided then conquered.

Eichrodt’s work went some way to meeting the concerns he had identified, but his work also attracted
criticism. A major question was (and remains) whether the OT actually lends itself to interpretation in terms
of just one theme. Eichrodt assumes that it does, rather than makes an argument for that. Also, he
underestimates the variety in interpretations of Covenant. For example, the Covenant at Sinai is very much
between God and his people. In 2 Samuel 7 there is a new description of the Covenant in which suddenly
the ruling classes have become intermediaries. This completely changes the dynamic of the relationship.
Although Covenant is a major theme in some writers and books it is absent from others.

The other writer to dominate twentieth century OT study is Gerhard von Rad. He criticised Eichrodt on the
grounds that the latter had placed an artificial dogmatic framework on the OT that did not work with the
grain of the text. Covenant was a ‘concept,’ and a conceptual approach did not listen sufficiently well to the
way the OT itself did theology. It did not interest itself in the development of traditions. It simply did not do
justice to the dynamic nature of Israel’s understanding of a God who acts.

Von Rad’s own approach began with a study of what he identified as OT creeds.  These relate to a particular
kind of history we can call salvation history. When Christians recite creeds about Jesus they do not say: born
in Bethlehem, suckled by Mary, apprenticed to Joseph, baptised by John, healed someone in Jericho and so
on. Rather they pick out things to recount that are to do with salvation. So, argued von Rad, with the OT.
Creeds such as those in Deuteronomy 25:5-10, 6:20-24, Joshua 24:2-13 and Psalm 136 recount God’s
dynamic history in the lives of the people of Israel. God is known by what God does. God saves and frees.
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The process of salvation works like this: There is a need. There is call out of that need. God hears. God acts
and saves. The people respond. Hence God is known and understood as a liberating God who is involved in
the political and social life of the people.

For example, the people, when they are slaves in Egypt, call out for salvation from this oppression. God is
revealed as the God of the Exodus who saves them from this oppression.  But later, in the Promised Land,
there is no longer the call for this kind of salvation.  So a new cry rises up – a cry for prosperity and security
in the land.  Now God’s saving activity is understood not as liberation from slavery but as a source of
security and blessing. Indeed in each new situation, the covenant and the saving work of God is reinterpreted
as a response to the needs of the time, but in continuity and faithfulness to the original covenant.  Eventually
the concept of salvation is applied not so much to political or worldly oppression but to slavery to sin, and
so the new language of liberation is the language of forgiveness.

For much of the twentieth century, OT study was concerned with the debate between Eichrodt and Von Rad,
and their followers. It seemed as if there was little left to say, and so the accusation that OT study was
boring in comparison with NT study was to some extent justified.

But from the third quarter of that century onwards suddenly OT study took off.  Brevard S Childs was one
catalyst. He pioneered what became known as ‘canonical criticism’ – an attempt to look at parts of the Bible
in the light of the whole. He believed that the old problem of the distinction between the history and religion
of Israel, on the one hand, and the theology of the OT on the other had not been properly resolved. He did
not believe the diversity of the material had been adequately dealt with. Perhaps most importantly he
questioned the emphasis on studying the origin and history of the texts. He wanted to know more about how
texts are received today.

Other influences were also at work within the Biblical academy at that time. In NT study there had been a
new interest in the finished edition (or final redaction) of texts, rather than their transmission history.
Sociology had begun to form a relationship with theology. There was a new interest in both the questions
that sociologists ask, and the tools they use to find answers. Most important of all perhaps was a questioning
of whether using the tools that historians use to unlock the meaning of texts was the most appropriate with
regard to Biblical texts. In some sense they were literature, and it seemed useful to see what might result
from looking at the texts using the tools students of literature use. This was not entirely new. Even in the
nineteenth century, albeit as part of an historical quest, work had been done on the Pentateuch that identified
four different traditions woven together from different historical periods, prompting questions about motive
and distinctiveness. The historical critical process applied to the NT, itself led to the study of final
redactions, and again prompted questions about for example the distinctiveness of the three Synoptic Gospel
accounts, and the contexts that demanded them.

Throughout this study of the OT we shall be returning to these major current ways of understanding how we
can understand the truths of the OT.

One way in which all these currents came together, was in a new appreciation of the importance of the Exile.
There is little in the OT about the Exile – the conquest of Judah by Babylon, and the subsequent deportation
of many of its people, including all the movers and shakers, to a foreign land. However, the OT as we have
it, began its published life after the Exile. One could almost say (indeed some have said) that its publication
was prompted by the Exile. The trauma of exile prompted three kinds of questions.
Pastoral questions: how could God let this happen? Where was God in all this?
Theological questions: How do these events challenge our understanding of God?  Is God powerless or
defeated?
Practical questions: how can we maintain our special identity as a distinctive faith community in a foreign
land?

Therefore we can see the process of writing, rewriting and editing the Old Testament as a process of
wrestling with difficult circumstances and questions over time, while trying to be faithful.  Scholars have
found a new energy in this approach because it is very relevant to what believers are trying to do today.
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Scholars, therefore are no longer content to accept the texts as naive historical records of fact. They ask
rather, what prompted Israel to tell its story in the way it has, and what can we learn from this? That is the
starting point of this study of the OT.
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SESSION 1

Story and History

For this session
1. Read the Introduction to the Session

2. Read Lies Sex and Politicians chapter 2: Is History a Thing of the Past?

3. Identify and re-read a favourite Old Testament story.  Be prepared to introduce
it to the group in the session.
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SESSION 1

Story and History

INTRODUCTION

We have seen that OT scholars spent much of the twentieth century trying to find an organising principle, a
theme, a handle with which to understand the OT as a unified whole. One of the oldest such handles
predates the twentieth century, and is to some extent the one that the OT itself invites us to accept, and that
is: it tells a coherent story. That story effectively begins at Genesis 12, following eleven chapters of material
with a more universal reference.  It is the story of ancient Israel

It begins with God’s promises, their frustration while the Hebrews are slaves in Egypt, their liberation, their
conquest of the promised land of Israel and their settlement there. It goes on the describe a few centuries of
political history accompanied by commentary provided by prophetic writings of the same periods, and charts
the decline of the state of Israel: first its division into north and south, and then its conquest with the
subsequent exile of the people of Judah, the southern kingdom. That period of exile too has commentary
provided by contemporary prophets.

There are a number of apparent postscripts and additions to add colour and context. These include accounts
of the return to the land (again with prophetic commentary), collections of wise sayings, psalms, and some
short stories (such as Jonah Ruth and Esther) and one long one (Job) that address particular religious themes.
So much might be discerned at first glance by a historian.

For the theologian, there also appeared to be a story holding everything together. It’s the story that Handel
set to music in The Messiah, and that underlies the oldest of the Nine Lessons and Carols services at
Christmas, though that only dates from 1880. This is a story about sin and redemption. The OT begins with
a history of sin, gives copious examples of sinfulness both personal and corporate, leading to the ultimate
punishment for sin of exile. It sets out a problem for human nature that seems insoluble without an
intervention from God, and that is promised in the form of a new anointed one, a Messiah or Christ. Those
promises are used by NT theologians to identify Jesus as Messiah.

Critical scholarship has undermined this naïve reading in a number of ways. 1. It has questioned the
appropriateness of trying to find just one theme or story. It has associated the zeal for this with an
attachment to the culture of the so-called modern period, which is now said to be giving way to post-
modernism with different ideas about truth and the way we organise knowledge. 2. Source critics, from the
nineteenth century onwards have found the OT to be a much more sophisticated volume than had been
imagined. So for example, in the Pentateuch, the first five books of the Bible, four sources are discerned.
Each come from a different period and crucially each has a new theological perspective.

The earliest material in the OT is found in the J source. Dating from around 950BC, J is named for the
German spelling of the personal name of God ‘YHWH’ by which God is known in these stories.  The author
is often called ‘the Yahwist’ and is thought to have lived in the Southern Kingdom of Judah.  He tells stories
about God personally meeting with people, and refers to the holy mountain as Sinai.
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The second source, from around 850BC is called E because these stories call God by the generic name ‘El’
or ‘Elohim’ (‘deity’ or ‘the most high God’). In these the holy mountain is Horeb and God communicates
through dreams and prophets. The Elohist wrote in and for the Northern Kingdom of Israel.

The third source is D - the Deuteronomist. Coming from the Southern Kingdom in the 7th and 6th century
BC, D is a reaction to the fall of the Northern Kingdom and then the exile of the South.

Finally, P, the priestly source, came out of the exile in Babylon and the rebuilding of the nation after it.  It’s
name comes from the fact that its stories focus on priesthood and priestly concerns.

Today we find these sources edited together into a continuous series of stories and books and so it is not
possible to perfectly reconstruct what the original collections looked like, or to know if they ever actually
existed as written pieces or where instead a gradual process of adding to the existing texts.

The sources each have a different theological emphasis.  So, whereas the J and D sources, and their
developments, want to tell a story that is heavily focused on sin and want to trace the history of sin, it is
claimed that the P accounts and their developments do not.

3. Critics from a sociological perspective encourage us to be suspicious of the way a text presents itself.
They ask us to de-construct it to find out why it was written or presented in the way it has been, and whose
interests are either served or obscured by a particular presentation.

4. There has been much debate about the way that the history as told corresponds with facts on the ground as
discovered by archaeologists and secular historians. Inconsistencies in the text are also appealed to, to cast
doubt on the accuracy of the accounts as a record of fact.

5. Literary studies have made their initial contributions and raised new questions.
In The Theme of the Pentateuch, for example, David Clines asks the question that any literary critic would:
namely what is this body of published literature actually about? What is its theme? He discovers that as a
piece of literature it is rather frustrating. It describes promises, particularly relating to the land, but which
remain unfulfilled, yet on the point of fulfilment at the end of the piece. He asks, what context could have
prompted such a puzzling arrangement. He concludes that whereas it would make little sense as a straight
historical record, or as piece of traditional narrative, it would make every sense if viewed as a combination
of encouragement and warning to people returning to the land after the exile – the time in fact of
publication.

And so the view has gained currency that we should be paying more attention to the context of publication,
and perhaps coming to see the OT as a response, or series of responses, to the trauma of exile, part of which
can be told using the traditions of the Exodus.

This has then led to questions about the creativity of the authors, and to a new kind of source criticism. To
what extent did these authors rely on traditions passed on down the centuries and to what extent did they
effectively make up the story to suit their intended end? Some scholars have gone so far as to question
whether there ever was such an entity as ‘Ancient Israel,’ as books with titles like The Invention of Ancient
Israel bear witness. This is a direction of study that has huge political as well as theological consequences.

The upshot is that a new kind of story of the OT can now be, and is now being told. It starts not with the
creation of the world or with the birth of Israel, but rather with the experience of Exile and the crisis that that
posed for religious faith and understanding. A God who had promised land, progeny and a special
relationship had spectacularly failed to deliver.

We might compare this with the crisis for religious faith posed by the crucifixion of Jesus. That too went
against every religious instinct. No-one could be God and die in this terrible way. Either the religious quest
was completely misconceived (probably the view of some) or there were new things to learn about God. It is
notable that the most creative periods of religious writing, resulting in the OT and the NT, derive from these
moments of crisis.
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Arrive and as a group
Worship together.

Project 1.

In turn
Introduce the group to the favourite OT story that you have identified.

For each story, reflect together:
What sort of writing is this?
Is it attempting to accurately depict historical events or is it doing something else?
If so, what?
Does it matter to you whether this story is ‘historical’ or not?

Project 2.

Read aloud Joshua 10: 12-27

Reflect together:
Are there different kinds of writing here or should we read all as historical fact?

What problems does this passage present to the modern reader?

How would you want to rewrite it to correspond with what you believe about God?

Project 3.

Compare how Genesis 10 and Genesis 11:1-9 treat the issue of human unity and diversity.

Consider:
Why does God create this diversity in each story?
Why do you think that Genesis contains these two contrasting views?
In what ways do you see these different views of unity and diversity reflected in our own society
today?
In what ways do you find it helpful or unhelpful to find this tension in the scriptures?

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.

Plan your preparation for Session 2.

GROUP SESSION 1
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SESSION 2

By the rivers of Babylon

For this session
1. Read the introduction to the session

2. Read SCM Studyguide to the Old Testament Chapters 7 and 8
List the distinctive features of the P and D sources.

3. Read 2 Kings 24:10 – 25:26 . Reflect on the losses suffered by God’s people.
What questions might they have had? What needs might they have had?
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If the Old Testament (OT) has assumed something of its present shape and nature as a result of the
experience of The Exile, how then, do we tell its story from this perspective? One way would be to try to
imagine, from contemporary experience, what questions are raised by fundamental trauma, and what kind of
resources are needed to maintain faith and hope in the aftermath of such trauma. Then we could perhaps
identify, among the writings of the OT, specific resources to meet those needs. This is the approach adopted
by, for example, Walter Brueggemann in Cadences of Home.

He identifies six circumstances of exile, as he calls them, and suggests six kinds of OT writing that respond
and correspond to them. The first is the sense of bereavement for the past that will never be again, that he
calls, honest sadness. This is a positive state that counters a culture of denial. In other words when a trauma
happens one of the first positive things to do is accept that it has happened and that now everything is
changed, and perhaps to mourn that. The Biblical resource Brueggemann suggests meets this need is the
book of Lamentations. This is a no holds barred description of what has been lost, including, it seems, a
sense of God’s presence. God is not mentioned in this book in terms of being any kind of resource. The
second effect of the trauma of exile, for him, is the sense of rootlessness and being orphaned. He suggests
that the rather obscure genealogies of the OT are an attempt to reconnect people and to give them a new
sense of belonging. The third, though to him the most obvious is the power of despair. He sees Isaiah 40-
55 as a counter to that, providing as it does, an inspiration message of hope and new beginnings.

The fourth circumstance of exile he sets out is the sense of God’s absence. In other words he is aware of the
pressing question: where was God in all this, and if he is there at all how could he let it happen? He believes
that a new kind of sacramental theology that can apprehend the presence of God in ordinary things is what
derives from that, and that such a theology is to be found in the P strand of the Pentateuch writings. The fifth
condition he identifies is what he calls moral incongruity. What he means by this is the need to reflect in a
wider philosophical and theological way about the meaning of it all and perhaps come to different
conclusions from those once held, about the meaning of life and the place of natural justice. The book of Job
fills this space for him. Finally he suggests that ‘short stories’ like Esther and Daniel are ways of helping a
society to re-form and counter a culture that becomes too individual in its outlook.

Those are interesting insights into particular portions of text and particular responses to trauma as currently
observed, but they hardly add up to a story of the OT that helps us get a handle on the whole thing.
Something broader is needed, though certainly Brueggemann points us in the right direction.

Two elements of the experience of the modern exiles who have been uprooted by trauma could be said to
come together in the OT in a way that gives us a start at least to reorganising our thinking about the text.
One is the question noted above that one inevitably finds on the lips of the faithful in these circumstances:
how could God have let this happen? The other, more generally observable, is the loss of story. One arrives
as an exile in a strange place where no-one ‘knows’ you or understands that you have a culture, a language,
a history, a place. This was, for example, a familiar frustration for slaves transported from Africa across the
Atlantic, but it has its modern counterparts too. In the OT the writings of one particular theological school or
group are notable as a response to both these needs. They were responsible for the books from Deuteronomy
through to 2 Kings. We might think of them as simply the D writers. This was a group of people greatly
influenced by the prophets of the eighth century BC such as Amos and Micah, and who wanted to
strengthen the ties between state and religion, between politics and faith. They had their political moment in

SESSION 2

 By the rivers of Babylon

INTRODUCTION
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the sun in the reign of King Josiah (2 Kings 22, 23), and clearly were an inspiration to at least one
generation. The prophet Jeremiah whose father was a priest, gave up his ties with his family to be part of
this exciting new movement. The books from Joshua to 2 Kings are a telling of part of the story of Israel.
They are prefaced by the book of Deuteronomy itself, which is a new statement of the law showing new
perspectives on the Covenant, and urging a revival of religious faith. It has been described as a constitution
for the new D movement. The following history actually offers an answer to the question, how could God let
this happen?

The answer is that the people of Israel deserved what they got. God’s justice was enacted upon them. They
had forsaken the demands of the Covenant and disrespected the importance of religion in society. The worst
aspect of the whole debacle though was that Israel had been badly led. A succession of poor kings, resulting
in part from the people’s insistence in the first place on having a king (1 Samuel 8) had failed to recognise
their moral and religious responsibilities. The only exception was Josiah, the movement’s hero and political
inspiration.

It is probably true to say that most people’s story of the OT is one that corresponds with the D account.
Building on the origins of the history of sin, and the Covenant traditions of the first four books of the Bible,
we see a continuing deterioration in moral standards and political judgements, paralleled by a lack of
concern for religion and the God who rescued the people from bondage in Egypt. This is confirmed for us in
the writings of the eighth century prophets in particular, but also in a heightened way in the writings of
Zephaniah and particularly Jeremiah which derive from the immediate pre-Exile period. Here we have a
familiar story and one with which we can identify.

We need to remember that the point of publishing the D writings was not to tell a story of the history of
Israel that could simply be titled ‘we told you so,’ or ‘so we’re all doomed.’ The point was to tell the story
of the past in a way that could help the people returning to the land for a second time in the nation’s history
to avoid the mistakes that their ancestors had made. And if we think of that as a major intention of the final
collection, it may help us to get a new handle on the material.

There comes a point in the experience of Exile where the original exiles were dying off, and a new
generation was asking new questions. Foremost among them was perhaps the question: how can we
maintain our identity as the people of Israel, and the people of the God YHWH, without a land, when we
have intermarried with people from Babylon, and when we have forgotten or never known the cultural
traditions that gave us special distinction. Can we survive in the future? Again there are many contemporary
political situations on which we can draw for first hand evidence. A new and different set of writers and
theologians offered answers to these questions for OT people. Since they appear to have come from a
priestly background and write quite a lot about ritual, we can think of them as P writers.

Their statement of theological belief is set out most succinctly in Genesis chapter 1. It seems strange that
chapter one should be one of the latest parts of the book to be written, but if we think of the P writers as the
latest editors of the Pentateuch then of course it makes perfect sense for them to put a statement of their own
theological position right at the start. Nevertheless they do not neglect other earlier traditions and include
them. It is notable that the P material in the Pentateuch does not begin with a history of sin, but with an
incredibly optimistic picture of the possibilities of the created order. In later P writings scattered throughout
the Pentateuch and gathered particularly in the book of Leviticus, we do see what constitutes ‘sin’ for these
writers and thinkers.

Essentially, for the P writers, there are three causes of things going wrong. One is violence (hammas in
Hebrew); another is ingratitude for the gifts of God and especially the land, and the third is lack of trust in
God. Unwillingness to observe the proper boundaries set out in creation is a major cause of breakdown.
Hence in the P writings those boundaries are affirmed, and various rituals described to maintain them within
a connectedness, a peacefulness and quietness throughout creation. This is described by these writers as,
maintaining holiness.
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The P writers also told a story. They also had a history. It follows, more or less, the events as set out in the
earlier D history (from Joshua to 2 Kings), and is contained in the books of 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra and
Nehemiah. As a history it goes beyond the downfall of Israel and the start of the Exile, and describes the
return to the land after the Exile, and the new conditions under which people live. The P writers are
responsible for setting out three marks of the new community that will help to give it identity. One is male
circumcision. Another is the institution of the Sabbath, and the third is the institutional life of the temple.
Elements of all three are to be found in the P strands of the Pentateuch

So between them, these two theological movements, D and P, are responsible for a great deal of the OT.
Coming from different questions, ‘how could God let this happen?’ and ‘how can we survive in the future?’,
they offer a range of possibilities for the religious life that we can still trace in today’s churches. On the one
hand there are those for whom sin and redemption are the essential backcloth to religion with its
counterparts of law and judgement. For others, the sacramental life that apprehends God in creation, and in
ritual that maintains holiness, is key.

Intertwined with and embedded in these two major accounts are precisely the elements that Brueggemann
identified as resources for the traumatised. Alongside the accounts we can also see the prophetic voices that
informed them: for the D writers, those prophets, like Amos, who emphasised the importance of covenant;
and for the P writers perhaps prophets like Ezekiel and parts of Isaiah with an emphasis on holiness and the
importance of ritual.

And so the underlying story of the OT as told by those who want to see the Exile as the key crisis that
demanded theological response (and which led eventually to the publication of the OT) is a tale of two
theological perspectives. It is on those foundations that the rest of the OT is built.
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Arrive and worship

In pairs

Share what you have noted from Session 1

As a group

Worship together

Project 1.

Read aloud Lamentations 1:12-22.

Reflect together:
What losses have the people experienced in the exile?

Reflecting on experiences of loss today, what feelings might those who wrote Lamentations have
had?

What questions might they have had?

What might they have needed to make them feel that they could still be God’s people?

Project 2.

As a group

Using the work you have prepared for this session, list the distinctive features of the P and D
sources.

Divide in to two groups.

Group 1 – Read the following ‘D’ passages.
Deuteronomy 6:1-9
Deuteronomy 7:7-11
2 Kings 13:1-3
2 Samuel 7:1-17

How is the theology of ‘D’ reflected in these passages?
Which of the questions of the exile do they try to address?
What answers do they offer to the questions of those in exile?

GROUP SESSION 2
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Group 2 - Read the following ‘P’ passages.

Genesis 9:1-17
Genesis 17:1-14
Exodus 19:3-6
Leviticus 19:1-8

How is the theology of ‘P’ reflected in these passages?
Which of the questions of the exile do they try to address?
What answers do they offer to the questions of those in exile?

As a group

Compare you findings.
In what ways do P and D respond differently to the questions of the exile?

Project 3.

Reflect on the statement.
If the church is to survive today, it needs more D’s than P’s.

Prayer and preparation

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer

Plan your preparation for Session 3.
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SESSION 3

Lord of Creation

For this session
1. Read the introduction

2. Read SCM Studyguide to the Old Testament chapter 15

3. Read Lies Sex and Politicians chapter 4

Reflect on what it means to you to call God ‘Creator’. Identify a hymn and an Old
Testament reading that express something of what you believe.

.
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SESSION 3

Lord of Creation

So far we have seen that current scholarship on the OT has moved from a naïve historical reading which
sees the Exodus as the key historical fact, to a more deconstructed or suspicious reading that sees the Exile
as the main historical fact, and the story of the Exodus, Conquest and Settlement of the promised land as one
means of responding to that. We have identified two different theological strands, which we have called D
and P, which are trying to make sense of what this means for religious confession and practice in a post-
Exile world – a world in which some Jews return to Israel and others become part of a dispersion or
Diaspora – from different perspectives. We have seen that a good part of the OT consists of their individual
narratives or stories of the progress of Israel: sometimes quite separate as in the ‘historical’ books,
sometimes intertwined with each other and other traditions, as in the Pentateuch. We have noted in passing
that these two strands drew on various prophetic utterances for part of their inspiration

This does not exhaust the Biblical material by any means. Nevertheless, it is possible to incorporate the
remaining material into an Exile-based description. And the starting point for that has to be to see the Exile
as a crisis for faith that faith overcame. And the way it overcame it was to accept the Exile as revealing new
truths about God. Because of the Exile it was longer possible to believe in God in the old way, as a territorial
protector of Israel come what may. Not only was there the issue of the promises of the Covenant that
seemed to have been broken: of land, security for many future generations, and a special relationship with
God. Also there was a growing realisation that God could operate in countries other than Israel. He was not
just the best God among many. He was in fact the only God. As a parallel in the NT, writers of that material
had to accept in their time that they too could not believe in God in the old way as all-powerful. A crucified
God was a contradiction in terms for people who believed in the old way. New sense had to be made of this
new revelation, and that is largely what the NT is about.

One new insight appealed particularly to the P writers, and that was that if God were the only god, then he
must be God of all creation. And so we see the birth, or at least the development of creation theology. Until
now Israel’s faith as expressed in its creeds (as described by von Rad) was based on a story of liberation. It
was a religio-political history. That is a kind of kind of theology that calls for a thankful response. In this
case that was given institutional form in the Covenant agreement, and that in turn, and the narrative that
supported it, encouraged a morality based on setting others free and seeing the world from the point of view
of the least advantaged: particularly the landless and powerless. The limitations of that theology for Israel
had been that they had thought that this applied specifically to them and not to other nations. Also, there was
a tendency, as pointed out by prophets like Amos, to think that God was a feature of Israel’s past and
appropriate to a particular point in her history, rather than an ongoing reality. The D writers combat that,
creatively, by redefining liberation in terms of liberation from sin, rather than liberation from slavery.
Liberation itself is now expressed in the D writings in terms of blessing. All of that hangs together in one
theological package.

Creation theology brings a different perspective. In the first place it brings a new grandeur to God, and a
new sense of awesomeness. Nature, and the natural landscape become places where God can be
apprehended, as well as in political processes and movements. Whereas the God of liberation can be seen in
quite anthropomorphic terms as a hero and rescuer, the God of creation theology is beyond all that, and
opens the way to a more mystical approach to religion altogether. Creation theology speaks of God in his
settledness, his dependability and fidelity; his immutability. All of this is captured in Genesis chapter 1. The
regularity of this passage is almost liturgical, as it mirrors the stages of evolution leading to the final

INTRODUCTION
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appearance of humankind. In this theology, men and women together are the stewards of a carefully
structured and ordered world, and their response needs to be humble and sensitive to the will of the creator.
This is the context for P’s sacramental theology.

But in the post exile world there were more questions to be asked, and more observations to be made. If it
were possible to see the design and purpose of God in the natural beauty of mountains and seas, then it
surely was also possible to see his hand in other parts of creation, and particularly in human beings. Much of
what has been called the Wisdom literature derives from this insight. The book of Proverbs might seem at
first sight like the kind of collection of everyday aphorisms you could find if you gathered together
sufficient old matchboxes. In fact it is born of a theological conviction: namely that by observing
humankind closely, we can discover something of the nature of the creator. Wisdom literature is the
beginning of science as we know it. It is about observing things as they are in an attempt to learn more about
their designer and maker. This was in fact the way science was conducted until very recently in western
human history. Proverbs is an early example of social science.

This too has moral imperatives attached to it. Morality becomes something like: following the maker’s
instructions. That leads to a very pragmatic kind of morality in this strand of the OT. In other words, what
works is right. The key thing is to see what does work and what key values emerge. In Proverbs those values
would include sobriety, thrift, hard work, and the strength of character to overcome sexual desire. A more
suspicious reading might add that they are very male oriented and potentially bourgeois.

Another darker kind of reflection on creation theology is also discernible, though, in other parts of the
Wisdom literature, and particularly in the book of Job. The issue here is: if God created the world why did
he not pay more attention to natural justice? Surely if you were a benign creator it would make sense to
create a world in which goodness was rewarded and evil punished. In such a world the good people would
do well, and evil people would not.  What made this question more acute was the fact that a naïve belief in
natural justice was part of the old religion, which had been challenged by the Exile. For people in the past,
one suspects, the guarantee of natural justice may even have been what religion was thought to be about. But
the Exile had challenged that view. The people of Israel might not have deserved what they got, particularly
as individuals. Why then did good people have to suffer while evil people prospered?

The book of Job sets this out in a kind of game show format, designed to show up the flaws in a naïve belief
in natural justice as part of creation theology. As readers we know that Job does not deserve what has
happened to him. We trust this because it is common experience. We are naturally antagonistic to the three
‘friends’ who try to devise systems of coping with suffering that take natural justice as axiomatic. In the end
their views are disowned by God and Job’s doubt and honesty are rewarded. But the view of God that
emerges is of a reality that is far less mechanical and far more mystical than the old religion would allow.
This book can be seen as a huge step forward in what we might call spirituality.

Creation theology does represent a step forward in theological development, but it is not without its
drawbacks. In its most extreme forms it can lead to static and very conservative views of religion and of
God himself. Rather than being understood as a dynamic participant within the life of creation, he can be
seen as a more detached guarantor. Particularly this view of religion can lead to a defence of the world as it
is presently experienced, and become a barrier to change and development. So, for example, it was creation
theology that underlay the political philosophy of apartheid in South Africa. Creation theology inevitably
favours those who benefit from the status quo.  It tells us that that world we see is the world God intended.
Moral argument tends to revolve around what is considered as ‘natural,’ and this has had particular
consequences in sexual ethics.

The combination of creation and liberation theology however, helps to minimise the dangers of the
extremes, and we see that especially in the OT in the portion of the book of Isaiah (which is almost a Bible
in itself, and contains material from several centuries) which belongs to the Exile itself. Chapters 40 –55,
sometimes called deutero-Isaiah or second Isaiah, use Exodus themes of liberation and new journey within a
wider theological understanding of an international and powerful God who can accomplish what he wills;
who can call creation itself to be his witness, and who can lay mountains low and raise valleys up to be a
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highway back to the promised land for the Exiles. This, as we have noted in Breuggemann’s view, is a
message of powerful hopefulness, signalling a new beginning, to combat despair.

Any discussion of the place of creation theology in the OT surely prompts us to think afresh about how we
read the Bible. Clearly, a reading which could summarise an understanding of the OT as “God created the
world in seven days, and what happened next,” is completely illegitimate. Creation theology is a mature
response to trauma, that takes its place alongside liberation theology. It is part of a wider understanding of
what religious life amounts to, how God can be apprehended, and how we can live a good life. Creation
theology has fed our sense of thankfulness. It has allowed aesthetics to be part of theology. It has
consecrated creative impulse of many kinds. It has enhanced our sense of interdependence with the whole of
creation, and played its part in the Christian understandings of Green politics.  It has been described as a
wonderful introduction to religion for children. Arguments about how many days it took God to make the
world can hardly compare with that.
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Arrive and Worship

In pairs

Share what you have noted from Session 2

As a group

Worship together

Project 1

Why might the experiences of exile have led to an understanding of God as creator?

How did this new belief affect their understanding of
a) The natural world
b) How God is known
c) Human beings
d) Moral life
e) Natural justice

Project 2

You are part of a team tasked with the opening act of worship of a major Christian International
Conference on the Old Testament. You have decided that the theme will be ‘Creation’. You want to
be faithful to the biblical text and to current scholarship on it.

As a group, produce an outline order of service.

Consider:
What experiences might delegates from around the world wish to see reflected in the service?

What theological views do you want to express?

You will need to choose:
At least 2 hymns.
At least 2 OT readings.

Construct the outlines of prayers and a sermon, giving their major themes and messages.

You may wish to include ideas for multimedia presentations, liturgical or symbolic actions, dramas
or other creative elements.

GROUP SESSION 3
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Project 3

Discuss the statement:
Just because something is natural doesn’t mean it is good.

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.

Plan your preparation for Session 4.
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SESSION 4

Seeing visions, dreaming dreams

For this session

1. Read the Introduction

2. Read Studyguide to the Old Testament chapter14

3. List the characteristics of apocalyptic writing.
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SESSION 4
Seeing visions,

dreaming dreams

INTRODUCTION

So far we have seen how the OT developed, if we want to tell its story from the perspective of the Exile.
Two narratives and associated works deal with major questions raised by this trauma along the lines of, how
could God let this happen, and, how will we survive as a religious community after all this? In the last
session we saw how the experience of Exile raised a different kind of question as faith overcame tragedy, in
terms of what was to be learned from all this about God. A key new understanding was that the Hebrew
God, YHWH, was not only the best god among many, but that he was in fact the only God. That
understanding led to further insights and questions, and we saw how the development of creation theology
was one result.

Two other related insights followed. One was that just as God had designed the natural world, surely he had
also designed the content of creation. He had designed time: he had designed history. That raised all kinds of
questions about the purpose of creation and the destiny of the world – questions that had not really arisen
before within the religious domain. A combination of factors led to the OT material that can be described as
a response to those questions.

1. We have already seen how creation theology led to questions about natural justice and exploration in
the area we normally call theodicy: that is, the issue of why good people suffer, and why evil exists
and persists in a world created for good. Those questions are raised also in a particular way when we
think of a God who designed history.

2. The post Exile world quickly became a hostile world for those who returned to the ancestral lands.
The Babylonian Empire gave way to the Persian Empire, and it was under their rule that return was
allowed, but that Empire was in turn overtaken by the Greek Empire, and that brought collisions of
religious values. One period of great tension was the so-called Maccabean Revolt, described in the
inter-testamental works of 1 and 2 Maccabees, where the Jews fought a terrorist style insurgent war
against the occupiers. This actual history raised familiar issues about the role of God in history.

3. Those who did not return and were dispersed found themselves often an unwelcome or
misunderstood minority in the areas where they lived.

4. Spoken oracles were giving way to written works as the main vehicle of religious communication
5. The profound sense of an experience of God’s absence had not abated and had to be accounted for in

some way.
6. Exile had brought the Jews into contact with other cultures and literary traditions which could feed

their imaginations and be employed in some way as illustrations of their truths.

The combination of all these factors led to a kind of writing we call apocalyptic, from the Greek word, to
reveal. This written form of religious communication was presented as if it gave an insight into God’s plan
for the world. Just as God had designed creation in stages, so history had been designed to progress in
different ages. Apocalyptic is usually written to persuade people that the end of the present age is imminent,
and that that will usher in a new and different age. This is particularly good news for those who are
persecuted and suffering, because it gives the opportunity to hope that injustices experienced in this age will
be set right in a new just regime in the next age.  The rather mechanical way of expressing all this also gives
opportunity to reassure people about God’s interest. He is described in apocalyptic writing as a supreme but
rather remote figure, rather like a prime minister who makes his will known through a kind of cabinet of
different ministers or messengers. The Greek word for messenger gives us our word angel. So Raphael is a
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kind of Minister of Health, Gabriel of Communication and Michael of Defence. There is a Minister without
Portfolio, a Rover, or in Hebrew, a Satan.

Apocalyptic is peculiar to Jewish culture and flourished between about 200BC and 150AD. Most Biblical
examples are in either the NT or in the inter-testamental literature. During the time of Jesus it represented
theology at street level and was extremely popular. It is difficult to access the message of the Gospels
without using technical apocalyptic language, including terms like resurrection and Son of Man. Even
Messiah can have apocalyptic overtones. In the OT we do have examples. The book of Daniel, particularly
chapter 7 onwards is perhaps the best example. Daniel can be dated reasonably accurately to 163BC. Others
include Ezekiel chapters 38 and 39, Isaiah chapters 24 – 27 and the later chapters of Zechariah.

The book of Daniel (the word means God’s judgement) has another important feature. It describes the life of
a devout Jew in an alien land. Other similar examples of ‘short stories’ include the book of Esther and the
Genesis cycle of stories about Joseph. These recognise the now dispersed nature of the community of
YHWH and give advice on staying resolute and trusting God however distant he seems. Alone of the books
of the OT, for example, Esther never mentions God, but his presence is obvious to the eye of faith (and
that’s one point of the story). In fact that is consonant with the main aims of apocalyptic writing, which is to
help to maintain faith in the face of all that would deny it in actual experience. “It’s all part of God’s plan.
Just wait and see,” is how it comes across.

Apocalyptic writing came under great scholarly scrutiny towards the end of the twentieth century in OT and
NT study. It has literary characteristics that can be listed. Those include: an air of secrecy and esotericism; a
use of pseudonym on the part of the author to give the impression of special access to God’s plan; a love of
codes, secret symbols and numerological ciphers, and reference to angels, demons and personifications of
good and evil. Apocalyptic is propaganda, and like all propaganda it deals in certainties and absolutes. You
are either for us or against us. Everyone is a friend or an enemy. People are either wholly good or wholly
evil. It has theological characteristics that can be described also. It is determinist – everything that happens
does so inevitably as a result of God’s plan. It is hugely moralistic and dwells on judgement. Its idea of
salvation is to do with rescuing good people from trouble rather than evil people from sin (as one writer has
put it), and the hope it describes is based on a vision of the kingdom, or more properly kingship, i.e. rule of
God in the next age. That age will be ushered in by God’s special agent. It reads a bit like religious science
fiction.

A further insight resulting from monotheism – the realisation that there is only one God – is that he must be
God of all peoples. This is clearly a shock for people who thought he was their God alone. Two books of the
OT could be regarded as responses to this insight. One is the book of Jonah, another short story, in which
Jonah resolutely refuses to accept that God can have mercy on the Assyrian people of Nineveh, or that their
repentance counts as much as does that of his fellow Jews.  The other book is that of Ruth. This charming
insight into rural life around Bethlehem gives opportunity to present a favourable and attractive view of a
foreigner – Ruth who is from Moab – and to demonstrate that in so far as she was king David’s great
grandmother, even the most iconic of Israel’s leaders had foreign blood in his veins.

These later writings combine theological insight as it is developing in a post Exile, post trauma situation,
with current historical context. Scholars have spent time trying to identify the antecedents of apocalyptic.
Some, like von Rad have thought it to develop from the Wisdom writers. Others like SB Frost have thought
it to come as a response to the How Long that we hear in the psalms on occasion. In other words he sees this
coming from a pastoral background occasioned by the sense of God’s absence. Others such as Donald
Gowan believe it to be an extension of what is to be found in the OT prophets, particularly Ezekiel. The
probable answer is, all of the above, as they combined in the new theological and historical context, to come
to terms with new realities.

At this half way point in the course we are now in a better position to think about what kind of religious
work the OT is. We can now see, particularly, what an Exile ‘handle’ looks like, and the kind of story it tells
of the OT. Far from being a simple historic account of creation, narrowing to God’s chosen people and the
promises made to them, the consequent covenant agreement; the disobedience that brings about the fall of
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Israel and the need for a new redeemer, which is how some Christians might want it to read, what we
actually might have is something rather different.

We find a much more varied collection of writings from people who have faith and want to maintain faith,
and who want to know more about God. We can access this collection from an entry point that looks in awe
at creation and its design; we can access it from the entry point that recognises the need for liberation and
sees God as the only hope in the world. We can access it from the experience of pain, despair and
disillusion. We can see how different theological angles and perspectives lead to different ethical
standpoints about how to live a good life, and how to respond properly to God in terms of worship and
service.
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Arrive and Worship

In pairs
Share what you have noted from Session 3

As a group
Worship together

Project 1

List the characteristics of apocalyptic writing:
In what contexts did it emerge and why?

Read aloud Daniel 7:1-14.

Identify in this passage the characteristics of apocalyptic.

What makes this passage difficult to interpret today? Why might the text have this obscure
 quality?

If you know that the four beasts represent the four powerful kingdoms of the time, the
Babylonians, the Medes, the Persians and the Greeks, how might you now interpret the meaning
of the passage?

Project 2

Read Ezekiel 47:1-12

Explore the symbolism of the passage.

What hope does this passage hold for God’s people?

To what extent were these hopes fulfilled in the return from Exile?

To what extent do you feel they have been fulfilled in history up to today?

Project 3

Reflect on the statement.
God has planned the future, so we don’t have to.

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.

Plan your preparation for Session 5.

GROUP SESSION 4
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SESSION 5

Telling stories

For this session

1. Read the Introduction

2. Read Lies Sex and Politicians Chapter 1

3.  Think of an OT story that you think of as ‘a good story’.  Without re-reading it
 yet, reflect on what makes it ‘a good story’ for you.

Read that story in the Bible.  Look at how that story is told. What techniques
 has the writer used to make the story effective and what effect is the writer
 trying to have on the reader?
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SESSION 5

Telling stories

INTRODUCTION
So far we have been looking at the content of the Old Testament. We have considered that the most
important question to tackle first is, what is the Old Testament about, and how can we access what it is
about? How can we understand its message? We prefaced that with a historical account of how scholarship
has developed over the past 150 years or so. This historical survey set out a journey at whose beginning the
serious academic study of the OT was carried out using the tools historians use. These were tools designed
to discover the origins, the transmission history and the linguistic accuracy of OT texts. Archaeology was
brought into play to confirm with actual evidence, what really happened. The meaning of the texts was
based on what they would have meant to the first hearers or readers.

Over a period, the skills of other disciplines were involved, particularly sociology and literary studies, to
bring us to the situation we have today. It would be good now to look in more detail at some of the
differences that journey has made. The most basic difference is that we are now asked to have a different
view of truth. For the old historical methods, which belonged to the so-called modern age, there was thought
to be one truth to a text and effectively one way of finding and proving it. Now, in our so-called post-
modern age we can begin to think that there may be a number of truths in a text, and that far from being
open to objective proof, they may perhaps be completely subjective. This is an insight which sits particularly
well with literary criticism.

So, in reading a novel, for example, two different people may find what they perceive as truths within it that
could even have transformative value for each of them but in different ways. It would not be appropriate to
say one was right and one was wrong. This can be challenging at first acquaintance for those of us used to
the idea that Jesus is the Way the Truth and the Life, which seems to suggest one objective truth. Can the
truth be anything we want it to be? On this view, can the Bible still challenge our assumptions?

In fact literary critics are aware of this problem and have a number of strategies to balance it. It is accepted
that any text may only have a certain number of legitimate readings. You could not read an account of the
crucifixion and reach a correct conclusion that the author thought it was a jolly good thing, for example.
Also different groups (or reading communities as they are sometimes called) can set boundaries around
those limits.

But actually, once we move beyond defensiveness there is something to be said for this. For example, is this
not how reading actually operates? We do in fact bring our own situation with us to a text and read it in the
light of that, and that can affect our response. Is it not the case that in some Christian traditions it is actually
important to understand that God can speak to us as individuals through his word? Also, this might help to
make more sense of the idea of inspiration. If the truth of a text is most apparent to those who heard it first,
then it has become hugely diluted by the time it reaches me, as it has had to be translated from different
times, cultures and linguistic nuances. Would it not be a more dynamic view of inspiration to say that a text
can contain many truths, some of them unknown or unimagined by the original writers or audiences, and
capable of being unpacked as time goes on and as the word is heard and read in other times and places, to
give a fresh word of God to our own situation? But all that being said, literary criticism was devised for the
study of fiction, not factual writing, so where does that leave the literary study of the OT?
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In fact sociological studies have already prepared the ground for being able to say that the OT is not a
straightforward historical account, a kind of literary webcam. We have already seen how a hermeneutic of
suspicion operates, but in fact, more substantially, in 1965 one of the most important OT works of the last
century was published in English, namely Norman Gottwald’s The Tribes of Yahweh. It was subtitled, a
sociology of the religion of liberated Israel, and it built on the work of G Mendenhall and others to challenge
the historical veracity of the accounts of the Conquest and Settlement. The arguments around this would
take more space than is allowed here, but the outcome is that the question, ‘what really happened?’ has
given way to the question, ‘why did they write it like that?’ And that is the point at which literary critics can
bring a new perspective to OT study.

We might access this study by thinking about one of the most straightforward of genres: narrative or story-
telling. Actually, narrative does not amount to a great percentage of the OT material, but it has an
importance out of all proportion to its bulk. In the OT narrative is to be found in Genesis, which is almost
completely narrative, along with the first half of Exodus. This material includes some illustrations of
universal truths and dilemmas, an introduction to the concept of Israel, and an account of the liberation of
the Hebrew slaves and the journey we call the Exodus, as far as Mount Sinai, or Horeb. Narrative is further
contained in the two great ‘histories:’ the D history from Joshua to 2 Kings and the P history or Chronicler’s
history of 1 and 2 Chronicles. There are other isolated examples such as the books of Jonah, Esther and
Ruth.

Story-telling is thought to be a good medium for persuading people about things. We listen to stories, and
the ways that stories are told, and the artistry that the writer displays can lure us into adopting the same point
of view as the writer unwittingly. It is also a good way of maintaining traditions because stories are
memorable. Some literary critical methods are extremely technical. Structuralism for example, which was
popular for a wile in the 1980’s as a literary tool for the OT, begins by setting out in a very objective way,
what are reckoned to be the structures within which all writing is contained.  So, for example, there are
reckoned to be just a few ways in which a joke or funny story can be designed. All narrative jokes conform
to one of a small number of these structures. Or think of a pantomime. There is a structure for a pantomime
plot and it doesn’t really matter whether it’s Babes in the Wood or Sinbad the Sailor, the structure will
remain the same. There will be a principal boy, a dame and a wedding. There will be a villain and an exact
mixture of suspense and denoument and comedy. Structuralism has its own complicated vocabulary which I
have always found hard to access. Also I’ve never quite been sure of the point, at least with regard to OT
study. Not all narrative criticism is that difficult.

At its most basic, narrative criticism is about character and plot. How does the author draw the characters?
Are we meant to identify with them or be suspicious of them. In the Enid Blyton stories of my young days I
seem to remember that virtually anyone with a beard was likely to be up to no good. Less blatant means are
employed by more sophisticated writers but the basic idea is the same. The way the story is told and the way
the plot is allowed to unfold is also important. One interesting way of looking critically at a text is to see
what we have been allowed to know, by the author, that the characters in the story do not know, and the way
in which this makes the story attractive, or gives it its tension. So for example in the story of Judah and
Tamar in Genesis 38, we know that the prostitute that Judah has had sex with is in fact his daughter in law,
but he does not know. We also know why she did it – to draw attention to the injustice of her situation. This
injustice is compounded by hypocrisy when Judah’s reaction finds Tamar is pregnant. The reader is
becoming more and more irate and frustrated.

Also, especially if we were reading this from a feminist perspective all our worst fears would be confirmed
by the way the story is told and the language used. In the opening paragraphs each of the men is rubbished
in turn, including Judah, who should have invited Tamar to stay in his own house, but believing her to be
toxic he effectively said, don’t ring us we’ll ring you, and then promptly forgot all about her. We are not
endeared to Judah as we read on about the peremptory way in which he deals with the death of his wife.
Compared with Jacob’s mourning rituals in the previous chapter, when he believed his son to have died,
Judah cannot wait to get off with the boys for a jolly weekend away. His chat up line to the prostitute is terse
to say the least, and we see the way he attempts to implicate  Hirah in the affair by using the pronoun ‘we’ in
verse 23 rather than the more appropriate, ‘I.’ The things that Judah considers right are set out starkly. He
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kept his word by sending the kid. He did not have intercourse with her again, and he did not have her
burned. As readers there is absolutely no doubt where our sympathies are meant to lie.

A different kind of story is to be found in Genesis 28 – 31. Here we have the story of an absolute scoundrel,
Jacob, but as readers we do not take against him. His name means ‘supplanted’ and we recall how he
cheated Esau out of the birthright. In the account of Genesis 29 Jacob gets his just reward. We have the
tragi-comic story of how he is in turn cheated by his uncle. Again there is love interest, and deception. Jacob
loves the beautiful Rachel, but is tricked into marrying the ‘dull-eyed’ Leah. This story is told in a gentle
way. Jacob becomes a lovable rogue, and though the story has him sleep with at least four women we
overlook that. We are meant to do so because in Genesis 28 we know what no-one else knows: that God has
singled him out.

A further literary device that can in fact give an opposite meaning to the text from the obvious one, is the
device of irony. Someone can be praised lavishly in the text, but underneath all that there is a current of
criticism. Some scholars, such as Rex Mason, who believes that much of the OT can be classified as either
propagandist or subversive, would characterise the stories of Solomon in that way. Literary criticism can
help us to see that by the use of symbols, the use of recurring themes, the use of rhetorical devices and much
more, we are actually reading something that is from a point of view, and that is attempting to get us to share
that point of view.

Finally we might say something about the ways in which we willingly suspend disbelief, as we buy into a
literary medium. We are content to hear God speak on mountains, or talk with Adam in the midst of the
garden. The question of what really happened could not be further from our minds.
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Arrive and Worship

In pairs
Share what you have noted from Session 4

As a group
Worship together

Project 1

Read Numbers 22:10-35

Look at how the story is told.
What techniques has the writer used to make the story effective?
How do you respond to the story?
Do you find any messages or meanings in the story for yourself?
Do you think these are the responses the original author intended?

Project 2

Read the stories in 2 Samuel 11:1 to 2 Samuel 12:25

Imagine that you are making a TV drama telling these stories in a modern setting.
Where would it be set?
How might you structure the film?
How do you want the audience to respond to each scene and how would you achieve this?
Who might you cast in each role?

Project 3

Reflect on the statement;
God is a great novelist.

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.

Plan your preparation for Session 6.

GROUP SESSION 5
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SESSION 6

Sing unto him with psalms

For this session
1. Read the Introduction

2. Read Lies Sex and Politicians Chapter 8 Flowers on the Roundabout

3. Identify a psalm that has been important to you.  What made it important and
 what did it express for you?
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SESSION 6

Sing unto him with psalms

INTRODUCTION

In their attempt to find a handle for OT study, some scholars have adopted what has been called a bi-polar
approach. This is an approach that actually finds two handles that compare or contrast with each other,
rather than a single one. So, for example, Klaus Westermann sets out a scheme based on blessing and
deliverance. Several other writers opt for a promise and fulfilment approach. More recently we have Rex
Mason’s propaganda and subversion, and Walter Brueggemann’s bi-polar arrangement which in essence is
rather similar.

Both Mason and Brueggemann see evidence, on the one hand, of a theology which is not distinctive to the
OT and whose function is to support the establishment. Mason calls this propaganda, while Brueggemann
calls it the legitimisation of structure. This is to do with justice, law, the role of authority, and is expressed in
contractual form. A good example is 2 Samuel 7. This is a restatement of the Covenant agreement. But
whereas the Exodus 24 version or the Joshua 24 version involves direct agreement between YHWH and the
people; now, in 2 Samuel 7 the agreement and its promises are (at best) mediated through the ‘house of
David.’

On the other hand, alongside this, is a religious impulse that, in this combination, is peculiar to the OT and
which undermines structure – or in Mason’s terms subverts it. This, Brueggemann calls the embrace of pain.
He believes this is seen most clearly in the Psalms of Lament. This is an interesting observation because it
ascribes to the book of Psalms a theological value which it has not always enjoyed in the eyes of scholars.

In the nineteenth century scholars viewed the Psalms in much the same way that spiritual aids (such as
lighting candles or saying the rosary) can be regarded today by academics. (They are helpful to devotion and
the development of piety but without theological significance). They were thought to be individual
compositions, for individual use, collected at a late stage in Israel’s history to form a kind of hymn book of
the second temple. So, for example, Psalm 137, which would now be regarded as one of the later psalms,
and deriving from an Exile context, was at that time generally considered one of the earliest.

The first serious attempt to study the Psalms using the modern critical methods available to scholars in the
nineteenth century was made by Hermann Gunkel. He applied the conclusions of Form Criticism to the book
of Psalms. Form Criticism has three stages. The first stage is to identify separate genres within a piece of
writing, and then to ascribe to each a setting in real life. Finally an attempt is made to assess the historical
value of the piece on that basis. Gunkel is remembered for his attempt to classify the different kinds of
Psalm, and also for the way in which, in the process he reached new conclusions about the worshipping
community and its culture (the cultus). He came to believe that many of the psalms were much earlier
compositions than had previously been thought, and he became convinced that far from being individual in
both composition and use they were in fact public official and anonymous, actually offering little insight
into personal piety, even when written in the first person. This helped him explain what had previously
puzzled scholars, namely the sudden changes of mood and ambience in Psalms at such places as 22:22, 54:4,
91: 14-16. Here we were witnessing the movement and drama of liturgy.

Gunkel classified the Psalms with headings such as: Hymns, Songs of Zion, Royal Psalms, Liturgies,
Thanksgivings and Laments. Others have followed the methodology using slightly different or nuanced
headings, but the basic work remains as a major contribution to OT studies. Unfortunately he published his
work at that point in the early twentieth century that coincided with great interest in the history of religions,
biblical archaeology, and all those historical interests that so frustrated Eichrodt. Scholars such as Sigmund
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Mowinckel and AR Johnson carried forward the research into different supposed aspects of the Cultus and
especially the ceremonies that included the king. This led to very esoteric studies, often laced with lots of
linguistic digression, which had the effect of once again relegating the Psalms as a source for OT Theology,
and giving OT study generally a reputation for being boring, inaccessible and irrelevant for the modern
faithful.

Brueggemann is keen to pay tribute to Gunkel, but proposes a three fold pattern for the Psalms which might
illuminate their theological significance.  The scheme is progressive and begins with those Psalms that he
names as Psalms of Orientation. These are the psalms that describe life as settled and comfortable and so
paint a picture of God as dependable, immutable and trustworthy. In these Psalms there is no pain, and they
are not related to specific events. Usually they are examples of creation theology, which we have already
seen favours the status quo and those who have prospered under it. An example is Psalm 33, but my
personal favourite is Psalm 37, and especially verse 25. In these Psalms the righteous remind themselves
how much they have prospered as a result of being righteous. In fact many of the Psalms would be regarded
by Brueggemann as Psalms of Orientation. Psalm 1 is a song in praise of the Torah or Law, Psalm 33 is a
song of creation, Psalm 14 is a wisdom psalm and Psalm 131 describes an occasion of well-being.  This is
actually quite a small category, even though some of the psalms within are particularly popular in churches.
Brueggemann believes that it is not wrong to use them in worship as long as we do not fall into self-
righteous denial, but rather hold them as pictures of how life was intended to be.

The next category Brueggemann calls the Psalms of Disorientation. They are in a sense more realistic. Life
is not usually experienced by most people as a serene and happy continuum. To regard it as such is to be in
either ignorance or denial about pain in the world. He notes what Gunkel discovered – that by far the biggest
category within the Psalms is that of Lament. Laments are Psalms of disorientation. These are the responses
to pain in the world, and can be either individual in their presentation, or communal. Psalm 13 is an example
of an individual lament. Psalm 74 would be an example of a communal lament. Laments have been subject
to critical scrutiny and are seen to have a distinct structure. They are not just complaints, neither are they
disloyal to God. In fact they can be seen as statements of faith of a kind. Very often they contain within
them an act of praise. They might contain an assurance of being heard (so Psalm 22: vv21, 22 for this
change of mood). God is recognised in his faithfulness rather than his immutability. These Psalms belong to
a liberation rather than creation stable.

There is a third category of Psalm which could be thought to complete a cycle. Brueggemann calls these
Psalms of New Orientation. Commonly they tell the story of how believers began with naïve creation faith,
experienced and allowed faith to guide them through pain, and now they have a new sense of God and new
confidence as well as a new impetus for faith. Psalm 30 would be a good example of that. In this approach to
the Psalms we see evidence of both the legitimisation of structure but also the embrace of pain, and the
combination of the two in for example Psalm 31:21: he has shown me the wonders of his love, in a besieged
city.

Although this session is primarily about the Psalms, it is interesting to look for other examples of ‘writings
from pain’ in the OT corpus. You might expect to find them in writings of those who have experienced
Exile, and so the book of Lamentations with its honest sadness and brooding sense of God’s absence would
provide a good example. The prophet Jeremiah was personally abused for his predictions of Exile and there
is some quite pathetic articulation of pain there too.

However, it is part of our approach that the whole work came together as a result of the Exile experience,
and on that basis we might look with fresh eyes at the introduction to the whole volume: that is, the first
eleven chapters of Genesis. We have become accustomed to stories of Adam and Eve that have lent an
almost benign air to the whole episode. It is the stuff of stand-up comedy. Illustrations in children’s books
show shapely Eves and six-pack Adams. But if we look beneath that domestication of the texts, what we see
are three quite sophisticated theological observations about how societies break down. One is that innocence
is lost. Another is that moral boundaries are not observed, and the third is that violence is always a symptom
of sin. That is what ‘the Fall’ amounts to in real life, and in a sense that is also what the Psalms are saying.
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Arrive and worship

In pairs
Share what you have noted from Session 5

As a group
Worship together

Project 1

Read Psalm 33, Psalm 13 and Psalm 30
Why might these be classified as: a psalm of orientation, a psalm of disorientation and a psalm of
re-orientation?

In each psalm, identify where the voices of a) the establishment or organised religion or b) the voice
of pain, faithful protest or questioning, or c) both, are present.

In what sort of situation might each psalm be most effectively used in worship today?

Project 2

Read the following texts.

Psalm 23
Lamentations 1:12-13
Psalm 45

For each, explore how the passage might be used creatively in worship, beyond simply reading it
(for example as a drama, as a guided meditation, set to music or as an audio-visual presentation). In
what sort of situation might it be used, by whom and for what purpose? What would the act of
worship be trying to express and what effect would you want it to have on those who took part?

Project 3

Reflect on the statement:
Personal pain and faithful protest have no place in Sunday worship.

Prayer and preparation.
Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.
Plan your preparation for Session 7.

GROUP SESSION 6
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SESSION 7

Thus says the Lord

For this session
1. Read the Introduction

2. Read Lies Sex and Politicians Chapter 6: The Words of the Prophets

3. Read Jeremiah 1.  What does this tell us about the calling and role of a Prophet
 in the Old Testament?
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SESSION 7

Thus says the Lord

INTRODUCTION
One of the most enduring of all religious questions is, how do we know what God’s will is for us? How do
we discern the mind of God? The OT gives us two striking answers, among others. One is that we know the
will of God by virtue of taking the long view, and reflecting on our traditions. Since we believe God not to
be capricious, those traditions give us a chance to see continuity and congruity. We see a pattern emerging,
perhaps, that helps us interpret the problems of the moment. The other answer is, we know the will of God
because he speaks to us directly through special people called prophets. Since it is essentially priests who
hold the traditions and embody them in rituals and ceremonies, there is clearly room for creative tension
here between them and prophets.  However this is more than a crude power struggle as to who knows God
best and speaks for him most authoritatively. Prophets may well have had some liturgical function, and the
works of prophets themselves were gathered in various stages to form a different kind of tradition.

In the NT we see in the Acts of the Apostles a narrative account of the life of Paul, and then in his letters we
read his own utterances. The OT does not give us an exact parallel. We have few narrative accounts of the
lives of prophets and most of what we know comes from within the books that bear their names (some of
this is explicitly stated and some of which is gained from inspired detective work). But the account of how
prophecy began and developed is recounted in narrative form, introducing us to a series of people who speak
truth to power in the name of God, in the D history particularly. We certainly do have records of the
utterances of some prophets from the eighth century BC onwards perhaps as far as the fifth century. By the
time of the Maccabees, prophecy has long since died out, (1 Maccabees 9:27).

The Hebrew Bible makes a distinction between the former prophets and the latter prophets. The former
prophets (the books of Joshua, Judges 1 and 2 Samuel and 1 and 2 Kings) comprise what we regard as the D
history books. These give us an account of the development of prophecy and describe a process. In its early
stage there are lots of different kinds of people who claim special insight. They interpret dreams, foretell the
future and predict success in battle. They appear to have a role as consultants in some cases – almost as if
they have set up in business on that basis. Others are connected to the court and advise the king. Sometimes
they need special stimulants such as drugs or music to enter the trance-like conditions in which their special
message is revealed to them. They often operate in groups.

From this chaotic context we see the emergence of prophets who are not self-selected but who are chosen by
God, and who do not make a living out of their activity but are in a sense compelled to do it, often at cost to
their own safety or reputation. They act individually. Crucially, whereas court prophets invariably ratify
what the king has decided, true prophets of YHWH challenge those decisions and are not afraid to be at
odds with the popular will. Jeremiah 23 is a concise description of the difference between true and false
prophets.

We can see what true prophecy looks like in two ways. First by the content of the prophetic words
themselves: by how they do speak truth to power in an unafraid way. They tell it like it is. They speak about
the implications of present decisions, and are committed to a link between morality religion and society, and
to the responsibilities of power. We might recall that in the case of the D history, the underlying thesis is
that Israel was badly ruled. Wrong decisions were taken, precisely because the words of the prophets were
not heeded. History has vindicated them.
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The other way in which we can see what true prophecy looks like is to examine the biography of those
prophets for whom that is possible and to see common elements.  We have insight into how they were
called, and became prophets. In Isaiah 6 is described a vision of God’s holiness in response to which Isaiah
confesses his own unworthiness (Isaiah 6:5), but makes the response to God’s question: who will go for us,
Whom will I send? Here I am. Send me. We have a simpler version of call in Amos 7:15. Amos was no
volunteer. The call came as a complete surprise and Amos himself appeared to have no qualifications for the
job (Amos 7:15). His call mirrored that of Elisha (1 Kings 19: 19-21).  For Jeremiah, there is reluctance to
take on the role (I’m too young and inarticulate) but the description of his call gives a much wider context in
which Jeremiah’s vocation had been pre ordained from before his birth (Jeremiah 1:4 ff). All of these
examples show incredulity and a sense of inadequacy. They also include descriptions of how hard the job
will be and how people will not listen to their message (Ezekiel 2: 3-5). However, they are assured that God
will be with them and make up for any perceived inadequacy.

The latter prophets are further divided into the minor prophets, on the one hand, and the three major books
of prophecy, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel on the other. Within the book of the twelve minor prophets,
Daniel and Jonah are different from the rest. Daniel was written in response to the situation created by the
reign of the Greek Emperor Antiochus IV Epiphanes whose reign ended in 163BC, the traditional date of
composition. The book consists (as we have seen) of a narrative short story urging faithfulness to the God of
Israel in a foreign land, plus a series of apocalyptic visions. Many scholars see the book of Jonah as a work
of fiction, rather like a parable of Jesus, again, as we have seen directed to a particular situation.

There is little which is ‘tidy’ about the prophetic books. They are compilations, often crude and out of date
order. We know little about the people responsible for the collections. The book of Isaiah gives us some
insight into the problem. It is generally agreed that material from three different eras is contained in this
book. The first contains the oracles of the eighth century Isaiah of Jerusalem, and is identified as Isaiah 1 –
39. He was a commentator on a number of political crises between 734 and 701. However from among those
chapters we have to extract the following. Large chunks of 2 Kings 18:30 – 20:19 feature prominently in
Isaiah 36-39, describing the reign of Hezekiah and the crisis of the siege of Jerusalem. The so-called Isaiah
apocalypse in chapters 24-27 is a later addition, as are chapters 34 and 35 with a similar theme. Most
scholars would also take out most of the oracles of doom against foreign nations in chapters 13-23 on the
grounds that they reflect a post-exilic outlook.

Chapters 40-55 are in a completely different poetic style. These are oracles that derive from the situation
towards the end of the Exile when the people are dreaming of return, and as we have seen these oracles
embrace creation theology in an inspiring way to rekindle hope and faith. This section of the book is
generally identified as 2 Isaiah or Second Isaiah. The oracles in chapters 56-66, identified as 3 Isaiah or
trito-Isaiah, belong to the situation of those who had returned from Exile. However the importance of the
prophetic works is not based on their tidiness. They do give us an insight into the relationship between the
faithful, and the political and social culture of their times, and in that sense are among the most historically
interesting of the OT books and among the books on which historical methods of criticism can throw most
light. Also they give us an insight into the religious mind in so far as they describe the call of some of the
prophets, and describe the personal anguish of at least one of them.

Academic books about prophecy normally include an account of the rise of prophecy, and perhaps a short
account of the history of Israel as far as we can know it from the eighth century to the end of the Exile. They
then describe each of the prophetic books in relation to those times. In the eighth century, until 721 BC
Israel, though divided into northern and southern kingdoms, was still a single cultural unit. So we have the
book of Hosea, which derives from the northern kingdom, and the book of Amos, who although from the
south, prophesied in the north. First Isaiah (1-39) is firmly located in Jerusalem at a time when the northern
kingdom has fallen to Assyria and it looks very much as if the southern kingdom of Judah will go the same
way. Micah also belongs to this period and to the Jerusalem area. Chapters 1-3 are from this period. The rest
of the oracles have a more exilic or post exilic resonance.

From the seventh century, as the political crisis heightens and choices have to be made about international
alliances (most of which turn out to be wrong) we have four prophets. Zephaniah continues the main themes
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of prophets such as Amos, calling for justice towards the poor and denouncing the easy life of the rich.
Habakkuk is a more thoughtful reflection on the main prophetic theme: namely that God is punishing the
Israelites for their wickedness and abandonment of Covenant values. His main question is, how can it be that
God is punishing the Israelites through the agency of people more wicked than they? There is little that is
reflective about Nahum, which is a rather jingoistic recital of the defeat of Israel’s enemy Nineveh. The
major prophet of this era is undoubtedly Jeremiah.

From the midst of the Exilic period in the sixth century we have 2 Isaiah, already noted, and Ezekiel. This is
a book which describes the ideal future through the medium of the building of a new temple. This is a theme
picked up by several NT writers. The theme gives the book a rather esoteric appearance, not helped by a
series of bizarre and obscene visions (see for example chapter 23) that have given rise to questions about the
prophet’s state of mind.

Post Exilic prophecy includes fragments from other books, along with 3 Isaiah, Joel, Haggai, Obadiah and
Zechariah 1-8. There are additions to the book of Zechariah which appear to become tagged on at some
point, and then an anonymous oracle from a slightly later period which begins with the words in Hebrew
‘my messenger,’ or malach-i. This last fragment is written in a different style, which is more discursive and
based on a question and answer approach.

‘Prophets’ was the title of the second collection of Hebrew scriptures to be published. It was in circulation
by 180BC, and is referred to in the NT along with the first group of scriptures – the Torah. The Third group
-  the Writings – was not agreed until towards the end of the 1st century AD.
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Arrive and worship

In pairs

Share what you have noted from Session 6

As a group

Worship together

Project 1

Read 1 Kings 22: 6-38 aloud.

What does the story tell us about how prophets were believed to operate in Ancient Israel?

What are the differences between Micaiah and the other prophets in the story?

What is the cost for Micaiah of speaking the truth to power?

Project 2

Read together Habakkuk chapter 3.
This is an example of the prophet ‘in private’ as opposed to in his role as God’s public spokesman.

What do you think this passage adds to our understanding of the personalities of the prophets?
Consider:

a) The emotions expressed by the prophet
b) The spiritual journey he goes on
c) What he believes he is trying to achieve.

Reflect together:
Who are the Habakkuks of today?

Project 3

Reflect on the statement:
Prophecy is about the present not the future.

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the evening’s work to God in prayer.

Plan your preparation for Session 8.

GROUP SESSION 7
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SESSION 8

Being a Jeremiah

For this session

1. Read the Introduction

2. Read SCM Studyguide to the Old Testament Chapter 11: A Time for
Reflection.
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SESSION 8

Being a Jeremiah

INTRODUCTION

 So far we have seen something of the rise and development of prophecy, and looked at some of its general
characteristics. We have described briefly the content of the main prophetic books, matching them to their
probable historic context. In this session we shall look in more detail at the message of the prophets, taking
as our example the prophet Jeremiah. His book is a good example of the unpolished way in which different
sorts of oracles from different periods are put together, and the rather clumsy editing process that we also
see in other prophetic books.

Jeremiah is also a good example of critical disagreement, and the changing face of OT scholarship. In 1986
two Commentaries on Jeremiah were published. That by Holladay regards much of the material of the book
as traceable to Jeremiah himself. Carroll, on the other hand, thinks it is almost impossible to trace the
original work of the prophet, which he believes has been overlain with an Exilic D inspired editorial hand.
In 1979 Brevard S Childs applied what he called the tenets of Canonical Criticism to the book. He regarded
the historical questions as secondary to the overriding canonical intention: namely the contrasting themes of
judgement and promise. Brueggemann’s 1998 Commentary combines sociological and literary analysis.

We do know quite a bit about the historic circumstances from which Jeremiah wrote, and we have more
biographical narrative in this book than any other prophetic work. We see typical elements of reference to
Covenant theology, a typical mixture of judgements and hope and a typical response of rejection of the
message from those to whom it is addressed. But this session will be a little different as we study sections of
the text more closely.

Since we have already made reference to the call of Jeremiah, we might begin with Jeremiah 7:1 – 8:3. This
is Jeremiah’s Temple sermon. The location, the Temple, is no accident. It is not just that this is a very public
place. The message concerns the place of the Temple in the life of the nation. The Covenant message is at its
heart. People have oppressed the weak, shed innocent blood, ignored the demands of justice and
righteousness and dishonoured the Exodus 20 recital of the Covenant by running after other gods. Note that
there is still a let out. There is still a chance. In vv 5-7 the prophet tells them that if they amend their ways,
the land can be theirs. But this too is a subtle criticism. They have assumed that God is at fault and that he
has let them down, but the mistake they have made is that they have considered that his Covenant promises
were unconditional. The prophet’s introduction of ‘if’ takes us back to the Covenant with Moses and to the
D tradition  of ‘if…..then.’ The people have been relying on the Davidic tradition set out in 2 Samuel 7
which includes no conditions. Consequently they have regarded the Temple as absolutely secure. Jeremiah
tells them there is no final security to be found there whilst they do not behave as the Covenant demands.

Three things have gone wrong. The first is that in their fear of the political situation, in which choices have
to be made about alliances, people have lost their nerve with regard to YHWH.  They have ceased to trust
him. And they have thrown themselves into the worship of any foreign god instead. Vv 17 and 18 describe
how offerings are being made to the Queen of Heaven, for example. The second is simply that (as above) the
demands of the Covenant have simply not been met. The third is that despite openly flouting those demands
the Temple routine continues as a symbol of mass national hypocrisy. It is interesting to note that vv10 and
11 are quoted by Jesus in the Temple, when he is enraged by the hypocrisy of a NT temple system that
defrauds the poor with its currency exchange requirements (Matthew 21:13). The response to this sermon
comes in chapter 26. It is not good news for Jeremiah.
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As the narrative continues into chapter 8, we see a reprise of the theme of false and true prophets. False
prophets do not know what they are talking about and they bring reassuring words when such words are
inappropriate. “They dress my people’s wound but on the surface only, with their saying, ‘All is well.’ All
well? Nothing is well!” Priests, prophets, the wise, the rulers are all indicted in a series of poems whose
theme is that death and destruction are coming, and it is their fault, not YHWH’s. 8:18 – 9:3 is a particularly
evocative piece of poetry. It is not always clear who is speaking here. The ambiguity suggests, first God,
then the prophet and perhaps the people themselves:  “Harvest is past, summer is over and we are not
saved,” is heavy with pathos. No healing is in sight. There is no balm in Gilead.

The narrative sections of the book read like a political thriller. Jeremiah 38 is a good example of a page-
turner. The PR men have decided that Jeremiah is bad for morale. The question of whether what he has to
say is true or false does not enter the discussion. And so they decide to kill him. But he is rescued in the nick
of time. And then the king speaks to him, but is shown to be as afraid of his own side as he is of the enemy.
Jeremiah is not acting as a politician, though his advice is politically expedient. He is acting as the voice of
YHWH. But his advice is completely at odds with both the political and theological thinking of the day:
submit to Babylon. This highlights for us another prophetic theme, namely, that God works through
unexpected agency (cf Isaiah 45 in which Cyrus the Mede is named as his agent). YHWH has effectively
legitimised what Babylon is doing. 29:4ff is perhaps the most positive of a number of pro- Babylonian
emphases in the prophet. The Exiles are to settle and see their exile as a positive act of God. They are to live
normal lives and pray for the cities to which they are exiled. That is never going to be a popular message to
those committed to a ‘fight to the last’ approach with regard to Judah and the house of David.

That passage comes just before chapters 30 – 33, part of the book that tempers judgement with hope for the
future. This section is sometimes called, ‘The Book of Comfort.’ 32:6-15 describes a prophetic act. These
are commonplace in accounts of the lives of the prophets. As well as reporting what YHWH says, prophets
engage in acts which symbolise and give substance and illustration to the words. In this case Jeremiah is to
buy a field. He has an ancestral right to buy, but to do so in the present circumstances would not be what any
financial adviser would advocate. Nonetheless, on the basis that it is YHWH who has instructed him,
Jeremiah buys the field, the conveyancing of which is described in minute detail. The rationale is described
in verse 15. There will be life after Babylon. It is worth securing the right to the land because it will not be
lost forever and may be reclaimed. V44 makes this explicit.

But this is not an optimistic book overall. It is a book aimed at denial and deception on the one hand, and a
view of reality which Jeremiah represents as being from YHWH himself on the other. In what are among his
last recorded words in the book we see the absolute refusal to accept what he has to say by his hearers. The
people are not listening – a favourite prophetic charge. In 44:15 – 30 we see Jeremiah addressing the people
of Judah who thought they had found refuge in Egypt. Their defiance and their interpretation of the situation
is not resolved in the passage. All of which brings us to the question of the effect his prophetic ministry had
on Jeremiah.  We know that because of his allegiance to the D theology and those who upheld it, he was at
odds with his own father, a priest of ‘the old school’ whose shrine was closed down by this new radical
movement. We have opportunity to see the personal cost in the so-called confessions of Jeremiah, which
play the part that video-diaries do nowadays in TV shows, or which Shakespearian asides and soliloquies
did in a previous age. A typical example is the second in the sequence: 12:1-6. This describes succinctly the
problem that has also troubled Habakkuk: why do good people suffer? So even within the confident
proclamation of YHWH’s word, we see within the prophet, questioning and uncertainty. But we do also see
the commitment to trust.

These glimpses into Jeremiah will prepare a reader for any prophetic work. They also give some examples
of the movement of Biblical scholarship in the last forty years or so. A book whose study was once dogged
with historic questions about textual transmission and authorship and burdened with dogmatic assumptions
about canon can now be viewed in a way that enables us to read into the text from our own experiences of
modern warfare, displacement of peoples, manipulation of consent, and theologico-political alliances, and
echoes our questions about unjust suffering and natural justice. And what we find there surely has
contemporary resonance.
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Arrive and Worship

In pairs
Share what you have noted from Session 4

As a group

Worship together

Project 1

Reflect together:
Who was the prophet Jeremiah and what was his message?

Consider:
Where Jeremiah came from.
The historical context in which he spoke.
How he became a prophet.
The themes of his message.
The response to his message.

Project 2

Read Jeremiah 26:1-9.

What is Jeremiah doing in this passage?
Who might say words like these today?
Where might they say them?
To whom and for whom?
Would the message need to be expressed differently?

Project 3

Reflect on the statement:
The Church needs its Jeremiahs.

Prayer and preparation.

Offer the term’s work to God in prayer.

GROUP SESSION 8
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Assignments.

Assignment 1.

In 1500 words answer ONE of the following THREE questions:

What is the nature of apocalyptic in the OT? What was its importance in its own time and what is its value
today?

OR

What is the nature of the Psalms in the OT.  What was their importance in their own time and what is their
value today?

OR

What is the nature of prophecy in the OT? What was its importance in its on time and what is its value
today?

Assignment 2.

In 1500 words address the question:
How did the writers of the D and P sources of the Old Testament respond theologically to the crisis of the
exile?

You will need to consider
Why the exile was a crisis for faith
The questions and needs it presented
The answers and responses given by each source.

Assignment 3.

Choose ONE assignment from the following list, depending on your vocational pathway through this
course:

Write a 1000 word sermon on 1 Kings 22:1-38 for a Sunday service in your home or placement church and a
500 word reflection on how you went about studying the text and constructing your sermon.

OR

In 1500 words, address the question.
How might reflection on the exile in the OT help us engage with situations of suffering today?

OR

Produce a 1000 outline for an outreach event or act of worship based on Ezekiel 47:1-12 and a 500 word
reflection on how you went about studying the text and constructing your event or service.
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Coursework evaluation sheet

To be completed by each student at the end of the term and sent to
The St Seiriol Centre, Ficerdy, Y Felinheli, Gwynedd, LL56 4SQ

or email the form to gareth.stseiriol@gmail.com

Session 1: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 4: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 5: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 2: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 3: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:
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Session 6: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 7: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Session 8: Did you find this session:

Extremely unhelpful   Unhelpful   Helpful     Extremely helpful

Comments:

Comments about the way that the Group has worked and the contribution of the Tutor

Other comments:
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